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Moonshine Whisky in Wet
New Jersey

Talk about the licensing of saloons as the only safe
and sane way to prevent the establishment of blind
pigs. How’s this, coming from New Jersey, perhaps

, the wettest state in the Union? They are going the
blind pig business one better in establishing illicit
stills, according to this press dispatch from Paterson,
New Jersey, which we clip from the Cleveland Leader
of February 26:

February 26.—A spectacular raid, carefully planned by
federal officers, resulted in the finding of a fully equipped
illicit whisky distillery and the arrest of two men in an old
gun mill yard, along the banks of the Passaic river. Nathan
Smith, a wholesale liquor dealer of 94 Jefferson street, and
the alleged owner of the plant, Joseph Barber, were taken
before United States Commissioner Nelson and held in $3,000
bail for a hearing.

The place raided was believed to be a soap factory.
When Deputy Internal Revenue Collector Burke, of this city,
and Federal Officers Sinsel, O’Brien, Hearn, Logue and
McGuire, of New York, secreted themselves about the place,
fully surrounding the plant, all was quiet. Burke and Sinsel
smashed in the door of the plant and with drawn revolvers
were ready for expected resistance. None came. The in-
terior of the place looked like a boiler shop with copper tanks
scattered all about it. Smith and Barber were found hiding
under one of the tubs.

Tried to Send Whisky by
Parcels Post

A press dispatch from Minneapolis, under date of
February 25, says:

For sending a bottle of whisky from Minneapolis to Bel-
grade, Minn., through parcel post, a Minneapolis saloon-
keeper was late today bound over to the federal grand jury
by United States Commissioner Abbott.

This might have been a cause of pure ignorance
of the law; then again it might not have been.

It is a fact that there has never been a law enacted
affecting the liquor business that has been respected
by the booze venders. It is in order now for the liquor
interests to demand the repeal of that provision of the
parcels post regulations which excludes whisky from
the list of commodities that are deliverable, on the
grounds that the rule will be violated.

Why the Man Who Sells Booze
Doesn't Drink It

The American Magazine for March has an inter-
esting story written by a bartender under the caption,
“What a Man Will Do for a Drink.” We notice an ad
which is being run in some of the daily papers by the
American Magazine which reads something like this:
“Read in the American Magazine ‘What a Man Will
Do for a Drink’ and you will understand why bar-
tenders are total abstainers.” We take pleasure in
gratuitously passing this advice on to the readers of
the Illinois Issue. We quote one incident as related
by this bartender:

You remember the old temperance melodrama in which
the drunkard tries to trade his wife’s wedding ring for a
drink? Perhaps some of you think it is exaggerated. It is

almost amusing to remember some of the things drunkards
will offer for a drink. The early-morning watch usually gets

that kind—fellows desperate for a drink to “brace up” after
a night’s debauch. I give away many drinks during that time
of the day if there is a chance to get them to go home. 'lhey
offer clothes, jewelry—anything for a drink. There was one
fellow who made me sick of the entire business, and of some
human beings. He came into the bar where I was then
employed carrying in his arms one of the prettiest little girls
I ever saw, about three years old. He put the child on the
bar and told her to ask me to give him a drink. She said,
“Please give father a drink,” and smiled. He had taught her
that. I saw he already had been drinking, and refused. Then
he told the little girl to sing for a drink. Finally I was so
disgusted I walked away, and he grew angry, pulled a tiny .

ring off the baby’s finger, and offered to leave it as security
for the drink. That is where I turned loose. I told him I
had met low persons and disgusting ones, but he reached the
limit; and I informed him of my intention to tell the police.
I looked him up to see what I could do. His wife had di-
vorced him, but the court permitted him to have the baby
one day a week, and he was using her to help him get drinks.
He was arrested some time later for standing in a doorway
while she begged on the sidewalk.

Eliminating Wet or Dry
A number of excellent and well-intentioned citizens met

in conference Tuesday for the avowed purpose of eliminating
the wet or dry question from the coming mayoral election.

How can it be brought about?
What is meant by the elimination of this ever present

issue?
In the first place the single big question before the elec-

tors of this city is the selection of a mayor. Whoever is
mayor must take the oath that he will enforce the laws. Be
he wet or dry his bounden duty is to do this. Not to do
this would be to give Rockford an executive who stood for
lawlessness.

Is there any citizen who wants a mayor who will not
enforce all the laws without fear or favor? If such there be
he is a dangerous citizen.

Comes the answer: “We favor law enforcement, but we
don’t want an extremist.” How in the name of common sense
can a mayor be extreme in insisting that the laws must be
respected and lived up to? Such a thing is impossible.

The chief of police is under the immediate control of the
mayor. Suppose the mayor orders him to see that the laws
are in operation. Is that an extreme order? Is the mayor
who issues it an extremist?

Is there any way to enforce laws except by adopting
extreme measures?

Yes, there is another way. It is the mild, glove-hand way.
The mayor can say to the chief of police: “Don’t use extreme
measures. Be mild and gentle.” In other words, the mayor
can say: “Be half blind. When you are aware the law is
being defied close one eye or make yourself scarce.”

What will follow? Every lawbreaker will take the hint,
the law will be a dead letter, and blind pigs will flourish
like a green bay tree.

Does Rockford want such a mayor? Is it ready to elect
a mayor who does not represent law and order? If it is the
time is at hand. But God help a city whose mayor believes
in a mild enforcement of the law.

The question of wet or dry is here to stay as long as the
local option law is part of the statutes of the state. The only
way to eliminate the issue is to repeal the law. The law re-
quires that it must be put to the people every two years. It
was placed before the voters of this city nearly two years
ago and they voted to close the saloons.

A mayor who will mildly enforce the laws can not repeal
the statute. He can weaken it, but he can not bring the saloon
back. He can only make it easier for blind pigs.

So far as the Star is concerned it is going to stand for
law and order, and the surest way to do that is to back up
those who uphold the laws—Rockford Star, Feb. 27.
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